
The Clayens Mexico plant is already drawing a very positive operational result for its
expansion project launched 2 years ago.

Located in a dynamic region (Coahuila) and benefiting from a real proximity with its
customers in Mexico and USA, the Clayens Mexico plant located in Torreon has built
its new extension in just 6 months from the launch of the project. The new building is
made of 2 new manufacturing areas (thermoplastics/thermosets), a new
maintenance workshop for 15 people and a new metrology area, both equipped with
state-of-the-art equipment. In addition to these production areas, this extension
includes a 3500 m² logistics area.

In few months, The plant managed to received nearly 45 new injection molding
machines: the first 20 machines were installed at the beginning of 2022 as part of a
transfer of a complete workshop for the aeronautics industry, and the other 25 were
installed afterwards to accompany the growth in customer needs. The plant has now
87 injection molding machines.

The challenge was also in human resources, both in terms of management and
production staff.

"The first injection molding machine of the extension arrived exactly 6 months after
the first foundation stone, as we had promised. And even our customers were
surprised by the speed of this execution", explained Gérard DIDIENNE, General
Manager of Clayens Mexico. "We have a real strategic asset for our customers and
we are still seeing an increase in demand. We have other expansion projects in the
pipeline, especially to increase our ISO7 and controlled environment capacity for
Healthcare and other markets."

Interested in learning more about manufacturing opportunities in Mexico and in
North America? Contact us and meet our teams!
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About Clayens Mexico:

Clayens Mexico, part of the Clayens Group, offers consistent and strong support to
Industrial players for the development, industrialization and manufacturing of their
plastic devices and components, in compliance with international regulatory
requirements. The Clayens Group supports its customers from idea to product: design,
prototyping, industrialization, qualification and validation, regulatory support and
production with 33 manufacturing sites in 9 different countries, including 9
cleanrooms in France (ISO7), USA (ISO8), Mexico (ISO7) and Poland (ISO7).

For more information: https://www.clayens-np.com/healthcare.
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Contactez-nous

+33 (0)6 08 34 04 66

mickael.rouach@clayens.com

Mickael ROUACH - Healthcare Market Manager

https://www.clayens-np.com/healthcare

